What is a peta-crypto?
We had never heard the term before, and we assume we made it up.
Peta- is the suffix that means quadrillion or 1015.

How is Sextant 69 initially coming into the market?
Initial marketing is to be primarily organic through social media driven by giveaways.
Interested individuals will each be sent 69 billion tokens for free. This giveaway will be limited to the
first 1,000 requestors. At the end of this distribution, there will be about 1% of the maximum number of
tokens among 1,000 token holders. The target date for completing the distribution of giveaway tokens is
December 25th, 2021.
Sextant 69 Coin will be marketed with hashtags:
#SXTN
#SextantCoin
#Sextant69
#Sextant69Coin

Will there be a presale of tokens?
We initially not planning to do a presale.
There has been enough interest to change course and have presale of tokens after the initial giveaway
period. The presale will help establish an initial price for trading. The presale will not exceed 5% of the
maximum tokens. Of course, the presale will follow the 69 theme.

Why is the token on the Binance Smart Chain instead of alternatives?
The BSC is an established blockchain that allows for the creation and deployment of tokens through a
smart contract.
The use of the BSC provides the following benefits.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Transaction costs on the BSC are significantly lower than on most other blockchains.
The blockchain has multiple nodes which are in strategic locations around the Earth.
Transactions are completed in a matter of seconds.
The use of the established BSC has minimal effect on the energy requirements to support
the SXTN ecosystem.
5) Initial trading is supported on decentralized exchanges, and adoption by traditional
exchanges is readily supported.
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6) The SXTN smart contract is publicly available to review.
7) The BSC is able to accommodate volume surges and the rapid growth of token trading.
8) Binance.com and Binance.us provide rapid conversions to stable coins, BNB, and many other
coins and tokens.

Navigation: What is the planned course?
SXTN will continue free distribution until December 25th, 2021, or until 69 trillion free tokens have been
distributed.
Upon completion of the giveaway period, a presale will begin and continue until January 1st, 2021, or 5%
of the maximum supply of tokens is sold. Purchases will require payment with BNB or BUSD.
Decentralized trading will be actively suported and encouraged starting in early January 2021.
The SXTN Team will cooperate with traditional exchanges for the adoption of SXTN.
Advertising and marketing may be utilized based on assessment of need.
Increases in available float will be accomplished through sales into established markets. The timing and
frequency will be based on assessment of the market support and needs. Sales into the public market
will not exceed 7 trillion (0.1% of maximum tokens) in a single transaction. There may be multiple
transactions in a short period of time and into different trading trading platforms.
The Sexant Team may do buybacks from the markets depending on market opportunities.
The Sextant Team may opt to “burn” tokens and decrease the available maximum supply.
The Sexant Team reserves the right to distribute tokens and other assets as gifts, charity, promotions,
awards, and payment for services.
The Sexant Team reserves the right to make changes to plans as they see fit.

Where are you found on the internet?
Web Addresses:
https://sextantcoin.com/
https://sextant69coin.com/
https://sextant.money/
https://sextant69.com/
Social Media:
https://fb.com/Sextant69Coin
https://twitter.com/Sextant69Coin
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https://t.me/+zwCJvU eSWtlNzIx
https://www.reddit.com/r/Sextant69Coin/

What are the risks?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

SXTN has no set value and the ability to sell is not guaranteed by the development team.
SXTN value may decrease based on market forces.
Investment may lose value including loss of total investment.
Token holder is responsible for tokens they or an exchange holds. The development team will
not replace tokens which are lost or stolen.
The development team will not replace tokens lost if a recipeint provides an incorrect BSC
recipient.
There is no guarantee that any particular exchange will list SXTN for exchange or trading.
Laws and regulations may affect your ability to buy, trade, or hold cryptocurrencies.
As with any cryptocurrency, there are additional uforseeable risks.

Token Details:
Name: Sextant 69 Coin
Symbol: SXTN
https://bscscan.com/token/0xe0Afb3C29850baB160447012e8013b42bf93dC03
Token Contract Address: 0xe0Afb3C29850baB160447012e8013b42bf93dC03
Total Supply= 6,969,696,969,696,970
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